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Product & Service Descriptions
PACKAGES

CxEngage Essential

CxEngage Pro

CxEngage Ultimate

DESCRIPTION
CxEngage Essential includes:
• Voice
• Unlimited Sub-Tenants
• Standard IVR
• Skills-Based Routing
• Historical Reports & Real-Time Dashboards
• Configuration & Administrative APIs
• 50GB Media Storage per Tenant
CxEngage Pro includes:
• Voice
• Unlimited Sub-Tenants
• Standard IVR
• Skills-Based Routing
• 50GB Media Storage per Tenant
• Standard Support
• Custom Reports, Dashboards, & Statistics
• Silent Monitoring & Barge-In
• Queue Call Back
• Basic Scripting
• Single Sign On (SSO)
• Real-Time & Historical Reporting API
CxEngage Ultimate includes:
• Voice
• Email
• Chat
• SMS
• 3rd Party Work Items
• Facebook Messenger
• Real-time Adherence API
• Single Sign On (SSO)
• Custom Reports, Dashboards, & Statistics
• Silent Monitoring & Barge-In
• Queue Call Back
• Basic Scripting
• Real-Time & Historical Reporting API
• Configuration & Administration APIs
• Unlimited Sub-Tenants
• Standard IVR
• 50GB Media Storage per Tenant
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CHANNELS

DESCRIPTION

Voice

Access to inbound calls, outbound dial pad, and click-to-dial. Usage limited to a specified
number of users. Requires the use of a 3rd party telephony service directly or through
Serenova. Must be a Serenova supported telephony service provider. Includes access to
the CxEngage agent experience. Integration with compatible applications that allow a
user to click on a properly configured phone number to be dialed from a helpdesk, CRM
or similar compatible application. Usage rates apply.
The chat channel enables agents to receive and respond to incoming chat requests from
customers. Provides an interactive web chat messaging experience between agents and
customers through brand’s webpage.

Chat

Create customer-facing chat interface without complex coding skills: Text formatting
(hyperlinks, clickable URLs, emojis); Typing indicators; Read receipts; Welcome notes
and logo images; Variety of customer and agent facing colors. Send and receive
attachments. Detect the client status and ensure the chat has ended on the agent and
client sides (aka Client Disconnect).
The SMS channel allows an agent to engage in a text-based conversation with a
customer through the agent messaging panel.
Access to both inbound and outbound short-message-service (SMS).
Requires the provision of SMS messaging services through a Carrier. SMS Provisioning
fees, including carrier fees and per message fees apply.

SMS

Inbound SMS – access to the CxEngage Dispatch Mappings control and the CxEngage
Flow Designer. Requires the use of a single short or long code. No limit on the amount of
inbound SMS messages a Tenant may receive at any point in time.
Outbound SMS – delivers SMS messages to the message queue for an agent to pick up.
Outbound SMS messages are subject to rate limit of 15 messages in a 30 second window
between the Tenant’s SMS number and another number. Messages greater than 160
characters will be split into segments and will be queued to send one segment per
second. No support for bulk/mass campaign SMS outbound messaging.
Customer is responsible for all compliance, including Opt-In/Opt-Out requirements.
Additional terms & conditions and 3rd party terms & conditions may apply.

Email

The email channel enables agents to receive and respond to email requests from
customers. Utilize email templates, transcripts, intelligent keyword routing, a rich text
editor, integrated reporting – all with zero setup by the agent.

3rd Party Work Items

CxEngage 3rd Party Work-Items option allows Tenants to queue and route work-items to
the best skilled and available user with a license for 3rd party work. Work-items may
include but are not limited to email, service requests, cases, faxes, and trouble-tickets.
Usage limited to a specified number of users. Additional 3rd party terms & conditions
may apply.

Facebook Messenger

The Facebook Messenger channel enables agents to interact with customers through
Facebook Messenger via direct message.
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PACKAGE FEATURES

Configurable Sub-Tenants
& Roles

Unlimited Administrator &
Supervisor Users

Standard IVR

Multi-Media Work Routing
Historical Reporting &
Real-Time Dashboards
Data Exchange
50GB Media Storage Per
Tenant

DESCRIPTION
CxEngage supports a multi-tenancy model whereby a customer can create sub-tenants
under a master tenant. All customers, regardless of the package selected, can create
sub-tenants. CxEngage users are provided certain capabilities through roles and systemdefined permissions set by those managing the CxEngage tenant. A CxEngage tenant can
create roles.
Only users who log into the CxEngage Agent interface and go into an “Available” or
“Ready” state at any time during the billing cycle are counted as a billable user. A
Supervisor typically manages a team of agents. Administrators manage the CxEngage
tenant.
The following IVR functions are available in the design of a CxEngage flow: Audio
Playback, Text-to-Speech, Collect Digits, Branching, & Routing. Requires the use of a
Serenova Cloud telephony service provider.
Allows Tenants to queue and route work-items (such as email, service requests, cases,
faxes, trouble-tickets) to the best skilled and available user with a license for 3rd party
work.
Customizable reports and dashboards for real-time and historical reporting.
Augment an interaction from the flow via GET, POST, PUT, and DELETE requests to 3rd
party REST APIs that support requests and responses in JSON format. Subject to rate
limits and additional charges from 3rd party service providers. Subject to terms of 3rd
parties.
Includes all media used in call flows. Excludes any recording usage. Additional storage is
available at an additional fee.

Custom Reports &
Statistics

Included in the Pro & Ultimate Packages. The ability to create custom reports and
statistics, along with custom real-time dashboards. May require the execution of a
Statement of Work.

Silent Monitoring &
Barge-In

Included in the Pro & Ultimate Packages. Available as an Add-On Feature to CxEngage
Essential. The ability for a supervisor to be added as a muted participant to a
conversation between an agent and a customer with the option to participate in the
conversation in Barge mode.

Queue Call Back

Basic Scripting

Real-Time & Historical
Reporting API
Single Sign On (SSO)

Included in the Pro & Ultimate Packages. Available as an Add-On Feature to CxEngage
Essential. Allows a caller waiting in a queue to choose to receive a callback from an
agent when their request reaches the top of the queue instead of waiting on the phone.
Included in the Pro & Ultimate Packages. Available as an Add-On Feature to CxEngage
Essential. When an agent receives an interaction, CxEngage Agent Scripts are
automatically launched to guide the agent through the handling of the customer’s
request.
Included in the Pro & Ultimate Packages. The APIs return the same statistics and
measures as shown in the Agent toolbar, Real-Time and Historical dashboards and
reports.
Included in the Pro & Ultimate Packages. Agents can use their corporate credentials to
access CxEngage through a 3rd party identity management system that supports Security
Assertion Markup Language (SAML) 2.0.
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ADD-ON FEATURES

Real-Time Adherence API

CRM Integration
Basic Call Recording
CxEngage Quality
Management

ProScheduler WFM - 12 or
36 months

WFM Advanced - 12
months
SERENOVA & 3rd PARTY
SERVICE ADD-ONS
Standard Support

Premium Support
Premium Plus - Tier 1

Premium Plus - Tier 2

Premium Plus - Tier 3

DESCRIPTION
An Add-On Feature for Essential & Pro packages and included in the Ultimate package.
The Real-Time Adherence Service provides 3rd party workforce management platforms
real-time insights on agent presence. Available only for named users. Additional terms
and conditions may apply.
Current CRM integrations available for Salesforce & Zendesk.
Record live calls and access historical recordings for purposes such as quality evaluations
and training. Call recording storage policies vary by solution. Consult with a Serenova
representative for details.
Monitor and evaluate agents’ interactions by recording calls, capturing agents’ desktop
screens and facilitating the evaluation of agents’ performance – natively within
CxEngage. Priced by feature. Consult with a Serenova representative for details.
Workforce Management by ProScheduler, a Serenova Company. Intuitive, enterprise
class WFM solution powered by a robust forecasting and schedule optimization engine.
Real-time monitoring to increase workforce productivity, reduce attrition, and save
administration time. Optimizes staffing and increases forecast accuracy so you always
have the right number of agents available at the right time. Improves agent engagement
and schedule adherence, which reduces labor costs.
Workforce Management by Teleopti, Verint, Calabrio. The WFM Advanced bundle
includes WFM Base (Forecasting, Scheduling, Adherence, & Reporting) + Lifestyle +
Notify + MyTeam modules. 12-month initial term.
DESCRIPTION
Includes access to the Serenova knowledge base, online support portal to submit and
manage cases, engineer response M-F 6am-6pm EST, and 24/7 toll-free support line for
priority 1 escalations.
Includes access to the Serenova knowledge base, an online support portal to submit and
manages cases, shorter SLAs, live web-chat, and 24/7 toll-free phone support regardless
of priority level.
Provides the personalized support and expertise of a technical account manager.
Premium Plus - Tier 1: Proactive services for small to mid-size contact centers. A
Premium Support plan is required.
Provides the personalized support and expertise of a technical account manager.
Premium Plus - Tier 2: Higher frequency engagement for contact centers with moderate
business complexity. A Premium Support plan is required.
Provides the personalized support and expertise of a technical account manager.
Premium Plus - Tier 3: Dedicated support for larger organizations with more complex
contact center requirements. A Premium Support plan is required.

WFM Advanced
Implementation (1-99)

Teleopti WFM Advanced implementation for 1-99 agents. 17 days total with up to 8 days
onsite, including travel and expenses.

WFM Advanced
Implementation (100-500)

Teleopti WFM Advanced implementation for 100-500 agents. 21 days total with up to 8
days onsite, including travel and expenses.
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CxEngage Features List
AGENT FEATURES
Agent Notifications
Copy Chat Transcripts
Do Not Disturb Work Mode

Disposition/Categories

Presence Reasons
Multi-Channel Agent
Dashboard

DESCRIPTION
Agents are alerted by an audio and visual notification when a voice, SMS, or chat
interaction is received.
Agents can copy their chat transcripts.
While in this work mode, agents can initiate outbound interactions without being
offered any other inbound or outbound interactions. Only interactions that are initiated
by that agent are allowed.
Allows multiple disposition lists per tenant (with per tenant reason codes), including
contextual disposition lists. Dispositions allow agents to tag the outcome of an
interaction.
Presence Reasons allow agents to specify why they are in a current presence state.
Agents can select a desired presence reason when going “not ready” from any of their
assigned presence reason lists.
Agents can view live tenant, queue or personal agent statistics for multi-channel
interactions, including voice, email, chat, SMS, and Facebook Messenger.

Agent Experience

Provides a unified workspace for agents to talk, text, chat, and message customers with
journey analytics, scripting, contact management, and performance statistics. Available
as a standalone toolbar, unified desktop, integrated with Salesforce Classic/Lightning
and Zendesk.

Dial Pad

Agents can use a dial pad to perform manual outbound calls, transfers, or navigate IVRs.

Screen Pop

Opens a CRM window (such as a Salesforce Case or the customer’s Contact Record) or
other assigned URI to an agent when an incoming interaction is received.

Support for Home-Based
Agents

Supports home-based agents using PSTN and WebRTC.

Agent Disaster
Recovery/Timed Presence

Agents can make themselves available by calling into the IVR or by going online without
logging into the web interface.

Contact Management

Provides contact information, interaction history, and reference with visibility into the
customer journey.

Transfer Lists

A list of contacts containing any combination of queues, PSTN phone numbers and SIP
endpoints available to the agent for warm and/or cold transfers. Transfer Lists can be
assigned to specific agents and/or contextually assigned from flow.

Manage Multiple Voice
Participants

Agents can place a customer on hold, dial another party, then return to the original
customer.

Multiple Agent Extensions
(Voice)

Agents can use one or more extensions via WebRTC, PSTN, or SIP endpoints. Only 1
extension can be used at the same time.
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VOICE FEATURES
Request-a-Call

DESCRIPTION
Customers can request to be called by the contact center when an agent becomes
available. This is done through the company’s website.

Queue Callback with
Voicemail

Requires Twilio Call Recording add-on feature. Allows a caller waiting in a queue the
option to record a short voice message and receive a callback from an agent when their
request reaches the top of the queue instead of waiting on the phone. The recorded
message is played back to the agent immediately before calling the customer back.

List Management

Create customized lists of information that can be used by flow to lookup information or
make routing decisions.

Click-to-Dial
Text-to-Speech
Mask DTMF Tones

Agents can click a phone number within their CRM to initiate an outbound call.
Customer is responsible for all compliance, including Opt-In/Opt-Out requirements.
Multiple languages and personas.
Capture DTMF and then mask as anonymous tones so the DTMF cannot be identified by
other call participants or within call recordings. This is supported through an integration
with Key IVR.

Forward to SIP Endpoint

Forward to a SIP endpoint via a Transfer List or flow.

Do Not Disturb Outbound

While in this work mode, agents are logged in and able to initiate outbound interactions
without being offered other inbound or outbound interactions.

Early Media
Basic Agent Scripting
DIGITAL CHANNELS
Transfer Non-Voice
Channels
Channel Pivoting
Web Chat

Agent hears the call progression (ringing) of outbound calls from the carrier.
Create and manage scripts and push those scripts to agent screens. Incorporate
advanced decision logic with customer scripts using Flow Designer.
DESCRIPTION
Perform transfers of non-voice interactions such as email, chat, and SMS.
Agents can send SMS and email while on a voice interaction. Reporting is treated as
separate interactions.
Agents are notified in the toolbar and can accept sessions up to the set capacity.

Messaging Templates

Preconfigured text responses that can be used as fully automated or partially automated
responses across a variety of text-based channels, such as chat, email, SMS, social, etc.

Click-to-SMS

Agents can initiate an outbound SMS to a customer from the toolbar and receive the
message back to continue the conversation. Customer is responsible for all compliance,
including Opt-In/Opt-Out requirements.

Send Message Via Flow

Create a flow to send messages to customers while they’re waiting for an agent to
become available.
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Facebook Messenger
Integration

Customers can use Facebook Messenger to contact businesses directly via chat and help
resolve issues. Agents receive the FB message in the toolbar just like SMS and email.

Work Items

Create an integration from the UI and add push-topic listeners to enable work item
integrations. Used for Salesforce, etc.

Native Email

Administrators can have messages routed based on subject and body. Agents can add
and view attachments files.

Team Chat

Provided through 3rd party gamification solution (Clearview).

ADMINISTRATION
Silent Monitoring &
Barging In

DESCRIPTION
Supervisors and administrators can listen (silently monitor) to active calls between
agents and customers. They can unmute (barge in) to join the conversation with the
agent and contact.

Presence Management

Presence and disposition codes can be customized and grouped into lists. Cannot force
presence state for other agents.

Admin API

All entities are backed by REST API that allows full management of a tenant via the APIs.
Build customized admin applications or just embed certain capabilities into existing
tools.

Roles and Permissions

Permissions are associated with roles, which in turn are associated with users. Users can
have one role assigned to them on a tenant. Customized roles can be created to grant
desired permissions to users.

Password Reset
Self-Tenant Provisioning
Whisper
Disable Users
Bulk User Upload via API

Users can request a password reset.
Primary tenant created in minutes. Create and manage sub-tenants.
**Not human contact
Whisper something to an agent via IVR before connecting to a customer.
Users can be disabled by administrators.
Users, groups, and skills can be bulk imported using the API.

Display Devices

Dashboards can be displayed on monitors, wallboards, desktops, etc.

Teams/Groups

Agents can be assigned to groups, but there is no concept of a supervisor for each group.

Force State Change

Supervisors can change/update an agent’s state in CxEngage.

PLATFORM

DESCRIPTION

Single Sign On (SSO)

Configure Single Sign On (SSO) for your tenant so that users can login using their existing
corporate credentials that are controlled by your identity provider (supports SAML 2.0
integration).
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Tenant Branding
Media – MP3 & WAV

Customize logo and branding colors in the administration and configuration interface of
CxEngage. Branded Help Documentation Links.
Media entities can be created by uploading an MP3/ WAV or supplying a URL to a
publicly accessible MP3/WAV file.

Media – Text-to-Speech
(TTS)

Media entities can be created by supplying a string to convert to speech along with the
desired voice and language.

Media – Playlists

Media entities can be created that are a playlist of other media entities in the system.

True Multi-Tenancy

True multi-tenancy model with a parent/child relationship, allowing clients to support
multiple different business units within their organization with a clean separation of
data.

Web Browsers
Full Suite of REST APIs
Users and Groups
Skills

Supports Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, Microsoft Internet Explorer, and Apple Safari.
Recommended browser is Google Chrome.
Administration, Client, Reporting, Messaging.
Users belong to the platform and can be added to zero to many tenants. Groups can be
created with name and description. Users can belong to one to many groups.
Skills can be created with a name and description and be assigned to users. Users can
have zero to many skills. Skills are used for queuing/routing.

Skill Proficiency

Skills can optionally have proficiency between 1 and 100.

Capacity Rules

Advanced capacity rules can be created and applied to users/agents. They control how
much work an agent is able to handle.

Business Hours

Zero to many business hour entities can be created on a tenant.

Contact Attributes

Contact Layouts
API Keys/Application
Credentials
Customization of System
Emails
ROUTING
Flow Designer

Contact attributes can be used to add custom fields to contact layouts used in the Agent
Experience. There are several default attributes in a tenant, such as name, phone
number, and address. With custom attributes, you can save additional relevant
information about contacts.
Administrators can customize contact layouts with the attributes that are most
important to the organization.
API keys can be created and assigned a role on the tenant. They are useful when creating
3rd party applications that will connect to CxEngage via our API. When creating a new API
key, the user will be provided an API token to use as their password.
Customize system generated user management emails such as “new user creation” or
“forgot password.”
DESCRIPTION
Manage interactions using a visual drag and drop designer.
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Flow Design Features
Flow Templates/Reusable
Flows
Import/Export Flows

Undo/Redo, Copy/Paste flow notations, Zoom in/out, Copy flow on same tenant, Flow
annotations, Label flow sequences, Export/Print flow diagrams.
Breakdown your flows into modular reusable components. Reusable flows are inherited
from your parent tenant down to its children tenants.
Flows can be imported and exporting from the Flow Designer UI.

Global Priority Queuing

Fast and fair work distribution for agents and customers. Multi-skilled agents are able to
support a higher volume of queues to be placed on a single tenant. Users can set
minimum and maximum priority settings. Tenants are set to FIFO by default.

Local & Global Variables

Specify both local values, scoped to the current branch of the flow you are on, or global
variables that are scoped to the entire interactions.

3rd Party IVR Conferencing
Dequeuing Interactions
After Timeout
Contextual Routing Engine
Customize Customer
Experience
Customize Agent
Experience
Data Exchange

Conference a 3rd party IVR system, such as an enterprise application IVR or speech
recognition system, into an interaction.
Interactions wait in the queue for the configured length of time. After that amount of
time passes, the interaction moves into a separate branch of the flow instead of
continuing to wait in queue.
Make routing and queuing decisions based on data from 3rd party sources such as CRMs.
Full control over the customer experience during the arrival, queue, conversation, and
post interaction phases of a call.
Full customization of the agent experience with scripting, screen pops, etc.
Make GET, POST, PUT, and DELETE requests to 3rd party REST APIs that support requests
and responses in JSON format.

Salesforce & Zendesk
Integrations

Support exchanging information with Salesforce and Zendesk.

Customize Wrap-Up

Specify the desired target wrap-up time along with a maximum allowed wrap-up time.
Force wrap-up on or off or set a default and allow agents to toggle it on and off
themselves.

Customize Disposition

Contextually specify the desired disposition list to use for an interaction as part of the
work offer. Flow designers can force agents to supply a disposition in order to complete
an interaction or can allow agents to optionally supply a disposition

Perform Flow Actions in
Parallel

Build flows that perform multiple actions in parallel. For example, a flow designer can
configure media to play to a customer while in parallel also triggering a data exchange
with a 3rd party system.

Decision Branch

Flow designers can use decision branches to choose a single path to follow. Advanced
comparison logic can be written to decide the branch to be followed including support
for variables and data manipulation through expressions.
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Event Branch

Flow designers can use the event branch to choose a single path to follow based on an
event happening. For instance, you could wait for an agent to accept work by catching a
work-accepted event before continuing down a branch of your flow. Likewise, you could
follow a timer branch if you only wanted to wait for a set period of time for an event to
occur before continuing. Event branches are useful when you want to wait for only one
of multiple events to occur before continuing.

Forward Call

Forward a voice interaction to another PSTN phone number or SIP endpoint.

Search Email

For email interactions, flow designers are able to search an email for information in the
following fields: To, From, CC, Subject, and Body.

Play Media

Play back MP3/WAV as well as text-to-speech media defined in a media entity.

Dynamic Media

Specify media dynamically by directly providing the URL to an audio file in flow or specify
the text-to-speech string along with the language and voice. For example, if you have a
personalized piece of audio that you want to play back to the user or have a custom
string, say their account balance, that you want the customer to hear.

Save Audio as Media

In Flow Designer, used to create new media entities or update the contents of an
existing media entity. This can be used to record new emergency media messages when
access to a computer or browser is limited.

Collect Digits

Flow designers can request DTMF to be collected from a participant. While usually this
information is collected from the customer, it is possible to also collect DTMF from
agents as well. You can specify the number of digits to collected, a default end on key (#,
*, or none), and a timeout value to specify how long to wait for the next key input
before continuing onto the next step.

Send SMS from Flow

This could be an automatic reply when a new inbound SMS is received. You are able to
send an SMS regardless of the originating channel type, you just need a valid mobile
number along with a valid outbound number. Customer is responsible for all
compliance, including Opt-In/Opt-Out requirements.

Send Messages from Flow

For chat-based interactions (e.g. native chat or Facebook Messenger), send messages
directly from flow. This could be an automated welcome message that gets sent when
the interaction first arrives or a periodic message to let them know an agent will be with
them shortly.

Customer Satisfaction
Score

Flow Designers can leverage a simple voice based IVR to collect a customer satisfaction
score between 1 and 100. The default is 5. Customers can supply their own media as
input.

Queue with Media

Put the interaction on a queue to request an available resource and playback a simple
media entity.

Queue with Flow

Instead of specifying a simple piece of media for the queue hold experience, flow
designers can specify a reusable media flow that defines a more complex/advanced hold
experience that can include: play media, collect digits, offer callback, data exchange,
real-time statistics lookup.

Queue for Resource

Enqueue the interaction for a specific resource and fallback to a queue if that resource is
not available.
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Whisper

Play media to an agent via flow before connecting to a customer.

Timed Presence

Agents are able to go online and receive calls to a predefined PSTN extension by calling
into an IVR and selecting the amount of time they wish to be online. Timed presence
agents will receive calls in the same manner as regular agents, but don't have access to
call control features such as hold/resume, mute/unmute, pause/resume recordings.
Timed presence is a great solution for disaster recovery or emergency situations where
agents may not have access to a regular computer.

Signaling & Interrupts

Events in one flow can trigger actions in another flow. Interrupts allow external
applications such as the agent toolbar to send information back to a running interaction
flow.

Basic Flow Logging &
Debug Reports

Basic Flow Debug Logs add a new snapshot notation to the log interaction state and
exposes a page that will give the interaction summary information that includes all of
the events consumed by reporting as well as any snapshot logs.

Check Resource Availability

Check Agent availability before placing contact in queue.

Real-Time Statistics in Flow

Pull real-time stats into a flow and use when making routing decisions, media playback
(average wait time), etc.

REPORTING

DESCRIPTIONS

Single Sign On (SSO) Usage
Report

SSO summary and SSO usage by tenant reports.

Access Control on Reports
and/or Folders

Access control level/permissions on reports that gives specific users or user groups
access to a subset of dashboards and reports.

Estimated Wait Time

Estimated Wait Time is the estimated length of time that an interaction will wait in the
queue until it is accepted by an agent. The calculation is based on how long the
interaction has been waiting in the queue and the average time to answer for the last 15
minutes.

Skills & Group Based
Reporting

In real-time and historical reporting.

Advanced BI Custom
Reporting & Visualization
Scheduled Reports
Agent Reports

Powerful, advanced BI tool for historical custom reporting and visualization.
Schedule reports to be emailed to designated recipients once or on a regular basis. By
default, reports are sent in a PDF format, but can be changed to Excel or Web Mail.
Standard reports for Agent Performance, Agent Quality, Agent Status Detail, Agent
Status Summary, Agent Summary By Queue, Reason Code By Agent.

Agent Presence Reason
Reports

Agent Presence Reason Summary Report lists each agent that logged in for the given
date range with the total length of time they had the specified reason code selected.
Agent Presence Reason Detail Report lists each time agents change their presence
reason and the total time they had the reason selected.

Contact Reports

Standard reports for Channel By Contact Analysis and Interaction Detail By Contact.
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Custom Interaction
Reports

Standard reports for Custom Interaction Attributes and Custom Interaction Attributes by
Agent.

Script Reporting

The following script reporting is available: Script Detail, Script Summary, Script Summary
by Agent, Script Time Detail, Script Time Summary, Script Time Summary by Agent.

Performance Based
Reports

Performance reports provide performance metrics for agents, queues, channels,
dispositions. Included standard reports for: Abandoned Channel By Day, Disposition
Summary; Inbound Traffic By Hour, Performance By Channel, Performance By Queue,
Queue Service Level By Day, Service Level By Queue.

3rd Party Reporting

Measures and attributes for occasions when a 3rd party receives a transferred
interaction or is added as a participant to an interaction.

Interaction Detail Reports

Provide details for all interactions for a given period by tenant, agent, queue and
contacts.

Interaction Summary
Reports

Provide summaries of all interactions, grouped by tenants, agents, queues, flows,
contact points.

Interaction Segment
Reporting

Interaction segments are legs of the interaction that are associated with a single agent.
For example, if an agent transfers an interaction, a new segment is created. The
following standard reports are now included in historical reporting: Interaction Segment
Details by Agent, Interaction Segment Summary by Agent, Interaction Segment
Summary by Agent to Agent.

Queue Reports
Recordings & Messaging
Based Reports
Customer Hold Abandons
Reporting

Standard Reports for Queue Entries, Queue Interactions, and Queue Interval Detail.
Agent, interaction, and interactions by agent reports that provide either a messaging
transcript or audio recording associated with them for a given period of time. Included
standard reports for: Message Detail, Recordings and Messaging By Agent, Recordings
and Messaging By Interaction.
Customer Hold Abandons are the number of interactions where customers abandoned
while they were on hold. This includes if a customer is on hold because a transfer or add
participant action was initiated or if they are explicitly placed on hold by the agent.

Focus Time Reporting

Focus Time is the length of time that an interaction was selected and in focus in the
Agent Experience.

Real-Time & Historical
Dashboards

Leverage out-of-box or customize your own dashboards for Agent, Interaction,
Overview, Queue.

Export Reports
Agent Toolbar Reporting

Excel and PDF.
Agents receive real-time reporting stats incorporated into the agent toolbar.

Hierarchical Historical
Reports (In Region)

Aggregated historical dashboards and reports across tenants within the same region.
You can report from a master tenant with 2 child tenants in the same region.

Agent Scripting Reports

Script transcript lists the script questions and corresponding responses that the agent
entered for each interaction for the given period of time.

Omnichannel Dashboard
Filtering

Rework real-time dashboards to create hardcoded dashboards per channel type for each
existing dashboard.
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Historical Thresholds &
Alerts
Rapid Data Combinations
& Easy Multiple Report
Runs
Custom KPIs

Visual alerts only.
Historical data pipeline allows for rapid data combination and refining regardless of
changes in data and data volume.
For historical reporting.

Configurable SLA by Tenant

In Statistics Management, you can configure the Service Level (SLA) threshold for your
tenant. The Service Level threshold is the number of seconds in which interactions
should be answered.

Configurable SLA by Queue

Configurable SLA by Queue is a custom stat that is configured within the Admin
Configuration UI to generate both real-time and historical data. A Tenant can only report
on one SLA at a time. Each Queue on a tenant can have its own specific SLA. A Queue
can only report on one SLA at a time. An SLA can belong to many queues.

WORKFORCE
OPTIMIZATION (WFO)

DESCRIPTIONS

Call Recording

Record agents’ calls in order to assess quality and improve customer interactions.

Screen Recording

Capture and playback an agent’s desktop for a complete view of a customer interaction.
Users have the ability to delete audio and video files separately or together, which helps
control storage costs.

eLearning/Coaching

Coach agents with instant, relevant feedback. Train using actual customer interactions or
customized eLearning library content.

Performance
Management/Gamification

Provided through integration with 3rd party solution (Clearview).

ProScheduler WFM

Workforce Management by ProScheduler, a Serenova Company.

WFM Historical/RTA
Integration

Teleopti, Verint, Calabrio integration.
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Serenova Compliance Statement
Serenova is committed to the protection of our customers’ data by maintaining a comprehensive set of
compliance certifications and attestations, as well as following industry best practices. Our CxEngage
platform has received certification of compliance with the Payment Card Industry (PCI) Data Security
Standards (DSS), and has completed SOC 2 Type 2 audit in accordance with American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) AT 101 Standard. Our alignment with multiple compliance
frameworks is a reflection of our next-generation technology, proven security features and compliance
procedures. In addition to PCI DSS and SOC 2 Type 2 attestation, Serenova complies with GDPR (General
Data Protection Regulation) and Privacy Shield for further customer data privacy protection.
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